Ergonomic design saves force and has a lot of grip:

The new pressure rollers from Leister

20% more pressure onto the silicone roller thanks to new design
Features

- High quality (ball bearing, silicone roller, wooden handle)
- Durability (silicone roller distance in the test over 65 000 m)
- Improved ergonomics, suitable for both left and right handed operators
- Newly developed bow shape for higher pressure and work without strain
- The optimum roller width for any application (40 and 28 mm)

Order no.:

| 140.160     | pressure roller 40 mm, silicone |
| 140.161     | pressure roller 28 mm, silicone |

Natural:
Non-slip, sweat-absorbent wood for better grip

Force saving:
20% more pressure thanks to new design

Ergonomic:
For right and left handed operators and 25 % more gripping surface with the same length

Smooth:
Closed precision ball bearings

Unmistakable:
Quality and protected design of the market leader

Rolling close to the edge:
Through asymmetrical arrangement of the silicone roller
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